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Question Asked
What is the connection of weather and nature with the human
soul experience?
If the spirit that comes through wants to make amends for
treating the sitter badly and the sitter is nervous about
hearing from this spirit, are there any suggestions for this
situation?
After we pass through the veil, are we able to see and
understand from the soul’s perspective why we had certain
experiences?
Please shed some light on why some people have
distressing or even hellish near-death experiences.
If a loved one is ill and sense they are going to pass soon
and then they do, how did they know that and what is their
emotional state typically at that point?
Can you please explain in practical terms what “turn up your
light” means?
If one receives conflicting messages from different mediums,
what’s your advice on how to know which is more accurate?
If I had died – the first thing I would want to tell my family is
what exactly the afterlife is like and what I have learned
about life, etc. So, why are all the messages in readings
mundane? Why not share the profound truth they learned
since they died?
How do spirits view abortion? How does one deal with guilt
from an abortion early in their life?
Can we disturb our loved ones on the other side if we bother
them by wanting to connect too much?
Are Arcturians real?
Is life like a game, like play for our soul? Why do souls need
to come here if we are already perfect – maybe earth isn’t a
school, but instead a game for our soul to have fun, create,
or experience entertainment?
If a person is grumpy you’ve said they will be grumpy on the
other side. Can they work on that or is it something they will
always be even as their soul evolves?
How do we find our purpose in life when we feel lost?
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Can you expand on the question about identical twins – the
soul’s purpose as a twin? (originally asked in the earlier
mentoring session)
Can we speak to the consciousness of people who have not
yet crossed the veil?
What is the purpose of the ego?
I’m a spiritual person and I’m really interested in mediumship,
but I’m also afraid of ghosts due to my family culture. How
can I get over that deeply rooted fear from my upbringing?
On the other side do we have to be around people who are
not nice or easy to be with like we do on earth?
Since consciousness is such a big part of being aware, how
does the subconscious play into the equation?
Do we keep a special relationship with someone in spirit that
carries on from the earth lifetime – such as a mother and
daughter?
Can you comment on the phenomenon- poltergeist? There’s
currently a BBC podcast about a famous poltergeist case
from London in 1956 that is very compelling.
I come from a Catholic background and now having a
spiritual awakening. I’m having trouble accepting myself as a
powerful spiritual being who can directly connect with God
and is worthy of his attention.
What does it mean when you just can’t stop crying for no
reason?
What happens to a soul who passed by suicide?
Does Karma always need to be lived out during our lifetime
or as a soul grows in compassion can Karma be removed
from grace because the soul develops a new perspective?
Do our loved ones choose when they will transition?
Basically, is it correct that past and future sort of impact one
another as they are simultaneous? My brain cannot compute
that and I’m wondering about fossils or a Viking sword found
in a melting glacier. How does time work when we have
artifacts from what seems to be the past?
When people reincarnate and come back to earth, can we
still communicate with their soul?
Is it more difficult to connect with newly passed loved ones
vs. loved ones who have been gone for some time?
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How can babies that die experience Heaven or the other
side?
When you say souls are “growing” across the veil, what
exactly does that mean?
I’m wondering about small children coming in now with
different abilities than we had when we arrived. Watching my
small grandchildren brings this up.
With so many people passing due to Covid, is this all part of
the greater good when it comes to earth’s evolution and is
there a big lesion to be learned on a global basis?

